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Abstract
In the world's largest 500 firms, there are 64 Japanese multinational enterprises
(MNEs) with data on regional sales, but only three operate globally; whereas 57
of them average over 80% of their sales and foreign assets in their home region.
Why is there such a strong infra-regional dimension to their activities? Using
empirical data and a new framework for analysing both downstream (sales)
assets and upstream (production) assets we analyse why most large Japanese
firms appear to have firm-specific advantages (FSAs) that are based in their
home region. A structural contingency approach is applied to two case studies
to explain how home-region-bound FSAs constrained the ability of Japanese
MNEs to implement internationalisation strategies.
journal of International Business Studies (2008) 39, 215-230,
doi: 10.1057/palgrave.jibs.8400347
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INTRODUCTION
This paper consists of two main parts. The first part presents
aggregate sales and asset data across the largest 64 Japanese firms,
showing that they are predominantly home-region oriented, as
defined by Rugman and Verbeke (2004). The second part presents
an adapted structural contingency approach to identify and
explain factors that limit internationalisation. The framework is
applied to two case studies of home-region-oriented Japanese firms
to examine their failure to internationalise in response to the
recessionary economic environment in 1990s Japan. We trace
upstream and downstream sources of .embeddedness in the two
firms to gain insights into the aggregate patterns of limited input-
related (assets) and output-related (sales) internationalisation.

Extant research is dominated by a focus on the difficulties that
firms face when entering foreign markets. Moreover, past studies
have tended to look at the challenges experienced by firms that
have successfully internationalised. Our focus is the home-region
characteristics that make some firm-specific advantages (FSAs)
home-region bound, meaning that they have limited geographic
scope and are difficult to transfer.

Recent empirical research has demonstrated that the world's 500
largest firms, most of which are multinational enterprises (MNEs),
average 72% of their sales in their home region (Rugman &
Verbeke, 2004). While each region of the triad has three truly
global MNEs, North America has 167 home-region oriented,
Europe has 86, and Asia has 66 home-based MNEs (Rugman,
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2005). These data indicate a lack of globalisation in
the sense of a commonality of interests and the
homogenisation of markets as envisaged by Levitt
(1983) and Yip (2002). Instead, we have, at best, a
system of semi-globalisation (Ghemawat, 2001,
2003) in which firms and strategic initiatives are
strongly localised. This implies that analysis of
global strategy has been too simplistic, if not
indeed based on inaccurate interpretation of the
firm-level data.

Of the 75 Asian firms in the list of the world's
largest 500, 64 are Japanese. This paper builds on
the traditional foreign-to-total (F/T) and intra-
regional F/T sales data (reflecting marketing and
outputs) with new data on the geographic distribu-
tion of the F/T assets, that is, the foreign production
activities of these firms, reflecting the location of
inputs. This is the first time that upstream produc-
tion data on foreign assets have been developed.
Both sets of data confirm the regional nature of
the activities of Japanese MNEs. Sales data demon-
strate the limited geographic scope across which
these firms are able to leverage competitive advan-
tages to sell products and services outside their own
region of the triad. Data on the location of assets
indicate that any input-related FSAs that these
firms have, such as in production and manufactur-
ing, also have limited geographic scope. These
empirical findings are consistent with related the-
ories suggesting that there is a liability of foreignness
(LOF) (Zaheer, 1995). In this case, the LOF appears to
be region bound, rather than country specific.

We put forward a framework to illustrate these
findings. It also serves as a starting point for
exploring and explaining patterns of limited geo-
graphic scope. Our central thesis is that internatio-
nalisation beyond the home region is much more
difficult and costly than prior studies suggest. To
examine this we link two levels of analysis:

(1) general theories regarding national and regional
contexts that identify and explain differences
that require adaptation for firms to leverage
home-grown advantages elsewhere;

(2) individual firm case studies that illustrate the
reasons underlying failure to internationalise on
both the upstream and downstream sides.

THE REGIONAL DIMENSION OF
JAPANESE BUSINESS

Our analysis adopts the convention established by
Rugman and Verbeke (2004). Home region firms arc

defined as having over 50% of their sales in the
home region; bi-regional firms have less than 50%
of their sales in the home region, and over 20% in
another triad region; host region firms have over
50% of their sales in another triad region, as
opposed to their home region; and global firms
have less than 50% of their sales in the home
region, and over 20% in each region of the triad.

Overall, the 75 large Asian MNEs with regional
sales data in the world's top 500 have an average of
74.3% of their sales in their home region. This is
similar to MNEs from other regions of the triad, as
reported in Rugman and Verbeke (2004). As many
as 66 of 75 Asian MNEs listed, and 20 of the top 25
MNEs, are home-region oriented. Half of the 75
MNEs are in manufacturing and half in services.
The largest group by industry is Merchandisers
(trading services) (12); 10 are in Computer, Office
and Electronics industries; and seven in Motor
Vehicles and Parts.

As 64 of the 75 Asian MNEs in the world's top 500
(and 24 out of the top 25) are Japanese, we will
focus in this paper on the largest Japanese MNEs.
These are listed in Table 1. On average, 81.1% of
their sales are in the Asia-Pacific region. A total of
57 of the 64 MNEs are home-region oriented (firms
with a "D" in the last column) and just three are
global ("G") - Sony, Canon and Mazda. There are
three bi-regionals ("R") - Toyota, Nissan and
Bridgestone - and one host-region oriented firm
("S") - Honda. Home-region firms include large,
well-known firms such as Mitsubishi, Sumitomo,
Hitachi, Toshiba, NEC, and Sanyo Electric. None of
these 57 firms can be thought of as global; they all
conduct the great majority of their business in the
Asian region. This is the key empirical driver of this
paper; most Japanese firms are regional, not global.

A similar empirical finding appears in Delios and
Beamish (2005). Using the Rugman and Verbeke
(2004) classification of MNEs, they find that well
over half of the 1219 Japanese MNEs in their study
operated a "home-region strategy", with no evi-
dence that there was likely to be a change in such a
strategy. Overall, they find that the international
expansion of Japanese MNEs takes place mainly in
the Asian region of the triad. Our findings are also
in accord with some classic work by Kojima (2000).
He has developed a large set of studies that basically
argue that Japanese MNEs expand in East Asia,
where FDI is largely a complement to Japanese
regional trade patterns. In this sense, Japanese
MNEs are now acting in much the same manner
as European and North American MNEs, both of
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which also have the majority of their sales and
production in their home region (Rugman, 2005).

Data on sales are a "downstream" measure of firm
outputs and indicate the geographic distribution of
a firm's customers and its home-region market
dependence. Prior studies that rely solely on sales
data have been open to the criticism that these
provide a "one-sided" measure of internationalisa-
tion. For the first time this study adds an
"upstream" measure of inputs, to reinforce the fact
that these firms are regional, not global, in terms of
the distribution of their production activities and
operations. The single most representative and
uniformly reported measure for the input side is
asset distribution. Table 1 also reports the foreign-
to-total asset ratio and percentage of assets that are
intra-regional (located in the Asia region) for the 64
Japanese firms. Using the same method we applied
to our sales data we can categorise 63 of these 64
firms as home-region oriented in terms of their
asset distribution.

Only one firm out of the 64 has more than 50% of
its assets located outside the Asia region. Honda,
with 31% of its assets located in Japan, over 55% in
North America, just over 7% in Europe and 5% in
Asia, can be considered a host-oriented firm in asset
terms. Yet the global and bi-regional firms in terms
of their sales among the 64 Japanese firms - Toyota,
Sony, Nissan, Canon and Bridgestone - all have
over 50% of their assets in the Asia region. Overall,
the 64 Japanese firms listed have an average of just
22% of their assets located outside Japan and an
average of 83% of their assets in the Asian region.

Recent large-scale surveys of Japanese firms
confirm that this pattern of asset distribution
matches other input-related measures of interna-
tionalisation. The Japan Bank for International
Cooperation QBIC, 2004) survey of 595 Japanese

multinational manufacturing companies found
that these firms had an average of 26.1% of their
production operations outside Japan. Moreover,
67% of outside production bases were in the Asian
region. In other words, almost 74% of their
production operations were in Japan and over
91% of their production operations were in the
Asia region. Overall, 27% of overseas production
was located in China, 24% in the "ASEAN 4"
(Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines), 12%
in the "Newly Industrialised Economies" (NIEs) of
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, and 4%
in other Asian countries. Only 15% of production
was located in North America and 11% in Europe.
There were notable differences by industry, with
Chemicals having 16.9% of production overseas,
General Machinery 18.4%, Electrical Equipment
and Electronics 38.8%, and Automobiles 26.8%.

Similar findings are reported by the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI, 2004) in a
survey of 2411 parent companies with 13,856
overseas affiliates, and in a study of Japanese
foreign direct investment (FDI) by the Japan
External Trade Organisation (JETRO, 2004). The
latter also points to the rapid increase of Japanese
trade, FDI and production in China matched by
some reductions in investments in North America
and Europe, suggesting a trend toward further
rcgionalisation. Finally, studies of individual indus-
try sectors also confirm the above patterns, includ-
ing those for consumer electronics (Fuji Chimera
Research Institute, 2005) and automobiles (Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association, 2004),
which are among the most internationalised Japa-
nese industries.

We now consider the implications of these home-
region location patterns for analysis of the strate-
gies of these firms. In doing so we must first
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distinguish new approaches from much of the
traditional literature, which has assumed that large
Asian firms (and Japanese firms in particular) are
global and follow global strategies. As we have seen,
as the former is not the case, the latter is also
unlikely to be required; indeed, regional strategics
will be more relevant for Japanese firms.

THE REGIONAL MATRIX
We can adapt the basic model of the international
business (IB) field, which distinguishes between
country effects and firm-level effects, to build a
regional matrix. In earlier work a matrix of country-
specific advantages (CSAs) and FSAs was developed
(Rugman, 1981; Rugman & Verbeke, 1992). Much
of the analysis in the IB field can be synthesised
within the framework of CSAs and FSAs, which are
the two basic building blocks for IB strategy.

First, there is a set of firm-specific factors that
determine the competitive advantage of an organi-
sation; we call these FSAs. An FSA is defined as a
unique capability proprietary to the organisation. It
may be built upon product or process technology,
marketing, or distributional skills. The FSAs pos-
sessed by a firm are based ultimately on its
internalisation of an asset, such as production,
knowledge, managerial, or marketing capabilities
over which the firm has proprietary control.

Second, there are country factors, which can lead
to CSAs. The CSAs are aggregate "environmental"
factors, such as political, cultural, economic, and
financial factors. The CSAs can be based on home-
country natural resource endowments (minerals,
energy, forests), or on the labour force, or on
distinctive cultural factors. The CSAs can also
include demand conditions, the political, cultural,
and regulatory systems, and infrastructure. In
Porter (1990) terminology, the CSAs form the basis
of the international platform from which the
multinational firm derives a home-base "diamond"
advantage. Tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade
and other government regulation also influence
CSAs. Building on these CSAs, the firm's leading
managers make decisions about the efficient "glo-
bal" configuration and coordination between seg-
ments of its value chain (operations, marketing,
R&D, and logistics). The skill in making such
decisions represents a strong managerial, indeed
organisational, FSA, which can be dynamic in a
Penrosean sense (Rugman & Verbeke, 2002).

This two-by-two FSA/CSA matrix can be modified
into the regional matrix, as shown in Figure 1, and
developed in Rugman (2005). On the horizontal

axis is shown the regional or global reach of the
FSAs of a firm. On the vertical axis is shown the
regional or global scope of the locational advan-
tages of a firm's FSAs. On the horizontal axes the
firm's FSAs are exploited either regionally or
globally. On the vertical axis the firm's geographic
scope of FSAs (either regional or global) determines
the locus of competitive advantage for the firm. In
turn, this latter axis depends upon the nature and
impact on the firm of relevant CSAs, but the CSAs
themselves are parameters to which managers
react. The regional matrix can be used for analysis
of firm strategy in connection with the geographic
reach of FSAs and the geographic scope of FSAs. It
differs from the CSA/FSA matrix as now both axes
represent FSA aspects of corporate strategy.

On both axes of the regional matrix, a distinction
is made between regional and global dimensions.
For example, on the vertical axis, at the regional
level, the relevant indirect CSA affecting a firm's
geographic scope of FSAs can be a national govern-
ment regulation or an EU or NAFTA regulation; at
the global level it is a WTO, IMF, or UN type of
instrument. Other locational effects of CSAs on a
firm's FSAs can also be modelled to include culture,
infrastructure, and resource endowments. On the
horizontal axis the geographical reach of an FSA
can be based, for example, on a national patent or a
regional FU "eco" labels green capability (Rugman
& Verbeke, 1998). For a global reach to the FSAs it is
necessary for the FSA to become a global standard
or a global brand, and/or have global benefits of
integration, with economies of scale and scope.
This matrix does not handle "national responsive-
ness" directly, but these location-bound FSAs have
been discussed in Rugman and Verbeke (1992).
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In this regional matrix, only cell 3 is purely
global. There a firm can be global both in the reach
of its FSAs and in the scope of its locational
advantages. In contrast, cell 2 is purely regional.
By "regional" is meant home region. A firm can be
purely regional when the reach of its FSAs is limited
to its home country and/or home region, while the
geographic scope of its FSAs is also limited to its
home region.

In contrast, in cell 4, bi-regional firms appear.
These have a global reach to their FSAs, but their
geographic scope of FSAs is not fully global but is
limited to two regions. The bi-regionals have more
than 20% of their sales in two regions of the triad
and less than 50% in any one region. They are more
"global" than the home-region firms in their reach
of FSAs, and individual cases will need to be
analysed to find the specific reasons for their
positioning in the regional matrix.

Finally, cell 1 is a case not observed often, where
there is only a regional reach of FSAs, despite a
potentially global scope for FSAs. Firms remain in
cell 2 when the regional reach of their FSAs acts as a
constraint on the development of their geographic
scope.

This leads to the following key analytical classi-
fications:

• Cell 3: Global firms - these have a global reach of
their FSAs and a global scope for FSAs; they are in
all three regions of the triad; we find three among
our 64 Japanese firms in Table 1.

• Cell 4: Bi-regional firms - these have a global
reach for their FSAs, but they are not global in
their geographic scope, as they have a significant
presence in only two regions of the triad; there
are just three in our list of 64 Japanese firms
(Table 1). Host-region firms also appear here,
such as Honda.

• Cell 2: Home-region firms - they have FSAs with a
reach only in their home region, and they also
have home-region locational FSAs; 57 of the 64
Japanese firms in Table 1 fit into this category.

• Cell 1: Firms with home-region FSAs but a global
scope in FSAs - there are very few of these in
practice, although many firms think that they are
global in scope; data show, however, that they are
actually home-region based, in cell 2. We call cell
1 the "myth" of global scope.

In cell 1 firms cannot develop the complemen-
tary FSAs with a global reach that are required to
exploit the global scope of their FSAs. Although the
environment of IB is becoming more global, it is

very difficult for firms to transfer their successful
regional FSAs into global FSAs. Often it requires
developing new FSAs in "national responsiveness".
Thus many of the potential cell 1 firms remain in
cell 2, where their regional reach of FSAs is matched
by a locational advantage in one specific region -
usually their home region. The literature on
globalisation and global strategy has tended to
ignore the complexities involved in this cell of the
myth of global scope, and it has usually been
assumed that global scope is all a firm needs to
become global. But firms also need a global reach of
their FSAs, and this can be achieved only by a new
alignment of strategy and structure, since a global
reach of FSAs needs a different type of firm than
one with a local or regional reach of FSAs.

In summary, the regional matrix allows us to
position the 64 Japanese firms for which data on
intra-regional sales can be obtained. The vertical
axis becomes operational for strategy as for each
firm there are data available on its geographic
scope. Most of these 64 firms will be on the lower
(regional) half of the vertical axis; indeed, 57 are in
cell 2. Only three of the 64 firms are unambigu-
ously "global" in their geographic reach and scope.
The bi-regional firms in cell 4 are also constrained
in their geographic scope to the regional half of the
vertical axis. We now turn to analysis of these three
types of firm, using this regional matrix.

THE LIMITED SCOPE OF UPSTREAM AND
DOWNSTREAM FSAs

Figure 2 develops our regional matrix (Figure 1)
further by mapping the geographic scope of both
downstream- and upstream-related FSAs. Our firm
data show that the 64 large Japanese firms fall
predominantly into the (home region) single triad
region in terms of the geographic scope of both
types of FSA. Both downstream- and upstream-
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related FSAs are strongly location-bound within
their home region of the triad. For 58 of our 64
large Japanese firms, downstream FSAs have a
geographic scope limited to just one region of the
triad. None of the 64 firms has upstream FSAs that
extend beyond a single triad region.

Honda is a significant outlier among this group of
firms. The high proportion of both sales and assets
located in North America makes it a host-oriented
firm and places it alongside the majority of home-
region-dependent firms. This is because the geo-
graphic scope of both types of FSA is still limited to
a single triad region. Using the frameworks outlined
in Figures 1 and 2 we will now advance an
explanation of the observed patterns of limited
internationalisation for these Japanese firms.

Explaining the Limited Scope of FSAs
The mainstream literature on globalisation and
global strategies consistently prescribes a broader
geographic scope of activities for firms because of
the benefits of operating in international markets.
These benefits include higher growth rates than
those achievable in the domestic market, higher
efficiency and profitability of current operations,
improved opportunities for learning, and risk-
reduction advantages (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1989;
Tallman & Yip, 2001). Past research, often devel-
oped around the stages model of internationalisa-
tion, has tended to examine how successful
international expansion requires firms to overcome
various barriers to entry in new markets. This
includes modelling the connections between a
limited set of country-specific factors, such as
culture (Hofstede, 1980; Landes, 1998) or institu-
tional and policy regimes (Henisz, 2002) or policy
uncertainty (Delios & Henisz, 2003) with modes of
market entry, investment patterns and decision-
making in multinational firms. To a certain extent
these empirically validate the proposition that
contingent variables (context) vary by country.

The above prescription and the underlying
research have tended to underestimate the com-
plexities and costs of developing FSAs that are
"decoupled" from the home region and/or of
replicating these overseas, both of which need to
be considered to understand the "real" costs of
internationalisation. These include: the rigidities
that stem from the administrative heritage of the
firm (Calori, 1999); the difficulties of implementing
the increased socialisation required to extend
elements of the firm to penetrate foreign markets;
and the difficulty of decomposing the f i rm and its

knowledge base (hence aspects of its FSAs) into
national units to suit individual country market
environments (Rugman, 2005; Rugman & Verbeke,
2004).

In a response to Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989)
"transnational solution" Rugman and Verbeke
(1992, 2001) proposed a "transaction cost-based
model of multinational strategic management"
which made a new distinction between location-
bound and non-location-bound FSAs. It also sug-
gested there were ways in which CSAs can con-
tribute to the long-run development of FSAs
"through their leveraged use in the corporation".
Location-bound FSAs were seen to be difficult to
transfer, requiring significant adaptation in order to
be used in other locations. Rugman and Verbeke
(1992) do not present empirical material to illus-
trate the precise nature of non-location-bound FSAs
or fully explain what ties them to specific locations.

We agree with the general principle that the
propensity to internationalise is at least partly
dependent on the types of FSA that are non-
location-bound against those that are location-
bound, and their significance for the firm's overall
performance. Past studies have failed to identify
empirically or explain precisely the difference
between these two FSA types. In the following we
propose a structural contingency approach to
support better explanations of which FSAs are
location-bound and why. This involves identifying
the sources of particular FSAs and examining how
dependent they on characteristics that are specific
to the home location - here the home region.

By identifying the factors that tie FSAs to
particular locations we are also responding to the'
call for more recognition of the importance of
context and a more holistic, in-situ examination of
firms and their development patterns (Beamish
et al., 2005; Redding, 2005). Context, and the
societal level of analysis, becomes more important,
suggests Redding (2005: 124) in light of findings
showing limited globalisation, such as those we
present here. Such an approach, which includes
elements of the cultural and institutional context,
can lead to improved explanations of aggregate
patterns of limited internationalisation (Brouthers,
2002).

A Structural Contingency Approach to Explaining
the Regional Scope of FSAs
Structural contingency theory holds that organisa-
tions adapt to their environments and are config-
ured to and dependent on particular characteristics
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of this environment. Fit or "congruence" (Nadler &
Tushman, 1997) between organisational structure,
strategy1 and economic (or institutional, political,
social or cultural) context leads to higher perfor-
mance, and any misfit undermines performance
(Donaldson, 1987, 2001). The approach has its
roots in population ecology frameworks (Hannan &
Freeman, 1977) and earlier work of Herbert Simon
(1957) on evolutionary selection processes (Nelson
& Winter, 1982).

It allows us to trace contingent links between
environment and organisational structure, building
on Galbraith (1973), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967),
and Burns and Stalker (1961). At the same time it
complements resource dependence perspectives
that can form part of a transactions costs approach
(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Common applications
are to understand:

(1) the processes of organisational learning and
adaptive change (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Fiol &
Lyles, 1985); and

(2) the relative flexibility and adaptability benefits
of different organisational design architectures
(such as the Toyota study by Adler, Goldoftas &
Levine, 1999).

It should be noted here that the usual approach is to
examine adaptability to different competitive
environments (Ethiraj & Levinthal, 2004) as
opposed to the kind of path-dependency we
explore below.

A small number of studies have used a structured
contingency approach to examine the limitations
on the international transferability of specific
organisational practices there. Here Beechler and
Yang (1994) provide an important precedent, in
their study of Japanese subsidiaries in New York and
Tennessee. They focus on the transfer of Japanese
HRM (human resource management) practices
from home to host country, proposing that they
are more difficult (or even impossible) to transfer
where there is a lack of fit with the host country
environment. They emphasise the importance of
several contingency variables in determining and
shaping the HRM practices that are transferred to
Japanese subsidiaries in the United States.

We apply a structural contingency approach to
examine two Japanese firms that failed to adapt to
the recessionary domestic market environment in
the late 1990s Japan, as indicated by their declining
sales and profitability. Successful adaptation to
the economic decline faced in the home environ-
ment would have been demonstrated either by

adaptation to the new local conditions and/or by
successful internationalisation to escape these con-
ditions. We argue that the historical success of these
firms was contingent on particular characteristics of
their environment. Changes in that environment
created the initial misalignment, or reduced struc-
tural "fit". As part of their response these firms both
attempted, and failed, to internationalise. Here a
contingency approach helps us explain this failure
by focusing on the misalignment between the
structure, strategy and FSAs of these firms and
the different environments (relative to Japan) into
which they attempted to expand.

We do not follow the kind of computational
modelling employed by Ethiraj and Levinthal
(2004) and others. Instead we use a more in-depth,
qualitative, case-based approach, similar to that
employed in the Beechler and Yang (1994) study.
While both approaches have limitations when it
comes to precise tracing of causal relationships,
particularly given the complications of interactive
effects alongside main effects (Schoonhoven, 1981),
we believe a structural contingency approach can
make a new and significant contribution to explain-
ing the locational embeddedness and constraints on
internationalisation reflected in the regional data
presented earlier. By using longitudinal data our
study also partly overcomes the Doz and Prahalad
(2005) criticism regarding the dominance of static,
functionalist approaches in attempts to understand
the opposing forces of "global" integration and
national responsiveness.

JAPANESE CASE STUDIES
To identify what it is that makes some FSA's
location-bound we need to complement the aggre-
gate data, which show a strong regional dimension
to internationalisation, with detailed studies of
individual firms. There is insufficient space here
for a comprehensive comparison of case study firms
positioned in all boxes of Figure 1, so we focus on
two case studies of home-region-oriented firms:
Sumitomo Chemical and Nippon Steel Corpora-
tion. A benchmarking study compared the struc-
ture, strategy and innovation practices of four
British and four Japanese manufacturing firms in
tke steel (British Steel, now Corns), chemicals (ICI),
telecoms (BTand NTT) and aerospace (BAE andJAE)
industries between 1997 and 2000 (Collinson,
1999, 2001 a, b). In general the cross-national
comparisons found significant Japanese FSAs in
incremental, customer-led new product develop-
ment alongside strengths in process innovation
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(superior quality, productivity, lead times and
continuous improvement in manufacturing) rela-
tive to their British counterparts.

The two case studies we focus on here are based
on a series of 22 in-depth interviews, plus site visits
and secondary data analysis conducted in Japan
between 1997 and 1998. A follow-up study was
conducted 5 years later. This examined the out-
comes of these firms' strategic responses to the
economic recession in Japan, providing a long-
itudinal perspective to assess the restructuring
attempts of both firms.

Sumitomo Chemical belongs to the Sumitomo
Group, one of the six major corporate complexes
still very dominant in Japan, with its origins in one
of the pre-war zaibatsu business families (Shiba &
Shimotani, 1997). It was founded in 1913, has its
headquarters in both Tokyo and Osaka, and is one
of Japan's leading chemical manufacturers. Its main
product divisions are basic chemicals, petrochem-
icals and plastics, fine chemicals, IT-related chemi-
cals, and agricultural chemicals. In 2004 it had just
over 19,000 employees and net sales of US$10,960
million. Prior to this the company had experienced
very low growth in both employee numbers and
net sales for more than 10 years. It reduced its
employee count by about 2,000 between 1994 and
1999, a sure sign of trouble in a Japanese firm.

Nippon Steel Corporation's steel-making operations
date from 1901, with the present company being
formed in 1970. It is organised into product
divisions, including flat products, bar and wire
rod, pipe and tube, stainless steel and structural
and five steel manufacturing plants, plus a number
of engineering, technical and sales departments. It
had 15,138 employees in 2004 (down from 36,316
in 1993) and net sales of US$27,683 million.

Failed Responses to a Changing Environment
Contingency theory includes the notion of envir-
onmental "triggers", which underlie the misalign-
ment or reduced fit between the organisation and
the environment. Tn many studies turbulence and
uncertainty are seen as important sets of triggers
(Ellis, Almor, & Shenkar, 2002; Pennings, 1987).
These can be summed up in terms of system
properties (number of factors, factor diversity and
factor connectedness) and system changeability
(degree, pace, consistency).

In our study both sets of triggers are in evidence. At
a general level the bursting of Japan's "bubble
economy" led to an unprecedented economic
downturn in the 1990s, characterised by deflation,

decreasing consumer demand, stagnation of real
GDP, a fall in property and land prices by 80%
between 1991 and 1998, and rapid growth of
unemployment. From a high of 38,916 yen in
December 1989 the Nikkei Stock Average (NSA) fell
to 14,309 in 1992 and was below 11,000 yen in 2002.
Widespread changes in capital markets and inter-firm
networks in Japan were accompanied by more
fundamental restructurings of corporate performance
systems, labour relations and employment practices.

The steel and chemicals industries were also
undergoing radical changes, presenting more spe-
cific triggers for the two case study firms. A period
of yen appreciation (Endakd) resulted in higher
local manufacturing costs relative to international
competitors. Competition from cheaper imports
increased at the same time as domestic demand fell
overall. As a result there were unprecedented
declines in Japan's overall industrial production
rate in 1997 and 1998.

In response, both firms made significant restruc-
turing efforts in the face of the adverse changes in
the domestic economy. Internationalisation to
reduce dependence on Japan and extend sourcing
and sales to other regions was at the heart of both
firms' strategies. This was made explicit in public
announcements and annual reports as well as in
interviews conducted as part of the above-
mentioned study. The internationalisation attempts
of both firms involved (upstream) efforts to buy
more from non-Japanese suppliers abroad, offshore
manufacturing operations, and moving other activ-
ities (assets) away from an increasingly expensive
Japan. They also made (downstream) attempts to
break into new overseas markets to replace declin-
ing local sales. It was hoped that geographic
diversification would break the firm's dependence
on the declining domestic market and increase
market share in other parts of the triad. However,
these strategies failed to halt declining sales and
falling net income, and the recent sales data show
that both firms have become more dependent on
the regional market of Asia, failing to improve their
competitive positions in the rest of the triad.

Sumitomo Chemical's operating income from its
operations outside Japan fell 36% between 1998
and 1999. The foreign percentage of net sales fell
from 12% in 1998 and 1999 to 11% in 2000. Overseas
assets as a percentage of total assets also fell (to 12%)
between 1999 and 2000, while Asia's importance
grew to represent 61% of all overseas operations from
54% in 1999 (i.e., a regionalisation effect). Despite
the title of its 2004 annual report Becoming a Truly
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Global Chemicals Company in that year, 87% of
Sumitomo Chemical's sales were in Japan and 99%
in the Asia region. Eighty-one per cent of its assets
were in Japan and 91% in Asia in the same year
(Sumitomo Chemical, 2004), Sumitomo Chemical
remains a home-region-oriented firm.

At Nippon Steel overseas sales fell as a proportion
of net sales from 23.8% in 1998 to 19.6% in 2000.
The proportion of total overseas (including exports)
to domestic sales remained below 20% until very
recently, despite the long-run decline in domestic
sales. Nippon Steel Corporation has recently
invested in steel-making facilities in China, partly
to reduce manufacturing costs but also to follow car
manufacturers to the fastest-growing market for
autos. However, the firm is dependent on the
domestic Japanese market for 78% of its sales, and
over 90% are in Asia. Over 90% of its assets are
based in Japan (Nippon Steel Corporation, 2001,
2004). It is a home-region-oriented firm.

The research identified a number of structural and
organisational constraints in both firms that at least
partly account for their failure to internationalise
beyond the home region. These can be grouped into;

(1) internal organisational practices that are con-
tingent on particular aspects of the economic,
social and cultural environment in which they
evolved; and

(2) external, upstream (input-related) and down-
stream (output-related) inter-firm networks in
which the firms were embedded.

Figure 3 outlines the FSAs identified in our two
case study firms, the underlying sources of these

FSAs, and the contingency relationships between
these and location-specific characteristics. Despite
the "pull" of overseas markets and production
locations, coupled with the "push" from declining
local markets and increasing local production costs,
the two firms were locked into particular location
endowments. These are described in more detail
below.

Region-Bound FSAs

Human resource management practices. In common
with other Japanese firms, as noted in a range of
other studies (Aoki, 1994; Beechler & Bird, 1999;
Clark & Wheelwright, 1995; Dore, 1973; Fruin,
1992; Lam, 1997, 2000; Liker, Fruin, & Adler, 1999;
Sako, 1997; Tsurumi, 1976; Westney, 1999, 2001;
Yoshino, 1968), key HRM practices that
differentiated these two Japanese firms from their
British counterparts are contingent on the broader
Japanese sociocultural and institutional context in
which they are situated. These were identified in
-the comparative study as significant sources of their
superior performance in terms of productivity,
manufacturing innovation, and incremental,
customer-led product development relative to
their British counterparts.

In our research we find that there are specific
limits to the transferability of "best practices"
because of their connection to the economic, social
and cultural environment in which they have
evolved. The transferability of organisational
practices that (1) differentiate firms according to
their home-regions and (2) underpin different
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competitive strengths and weaknesses represents a
test of the geographic scope of FSAs.

In particular, lifetime employment and associated
recruitment practices, career paths, job rotation
systems, training, mentoring and rewards mechan-
isms are important location-bound, FSAs. HRM
practices in both firms are configured to develop
so-called kaisha-in (company generalists) rather
than functional or disciplinary specialists. These
provide the advantages of: cross-functional capabil-
ities, connecting R&D and business units for
applied innovation; long-term relations and colla-
borative learning with key suppliers and customers;
strong loyalty and obligation towards the corpora-
tion via social rather than financial contracts.
Lifetime employment practices stem traditionally
from general levels of low labour turnover rates and
labour mobility in Japan.

For example, we found that over 60% of R&D
personnel at ICI had worked for other firms,
whereas just 15% of R&D personnel at Sumitomo
Chemical had worked elsewhere. The "Career
Development System" and "Target Challenge Sheet"
mechanisms at Sumitomo Chemicals guide recruits
through a series of assignments around the firm to
develop cross-functional expertise based on the
assumption that they would be lifelong employees.
This creates advantages in applied, customer-led
R&D and incremental process innovation (see also
McCormick, 1995).

Part of the comparative study of Nippon Steel
examined an alliance with British Steel Strip
Products as part of the letter's "Quantum Leap"
programme to improve productivity, quality and
customer-led strip steel product development.
Yield rates, quality levels and productivity imp-
roved measurably as British Steel learnt from its
Japanese counterpart, but they never reached the
industry benchmarks achieved at Nippon Steel. The
study revealed specific organisational characteris-
tics that differentiated the Japanese firm from the
British firm, underpinned competitive advantages
in steel production and innovation, and were -non-
transferable, that is, location-bound (Collinson &
Wilson, 2006). There would have been fewer
problems exporting in Asia. Transferring team-
based production improvement processes (such as
"task teams" and "process enhancement groups"
(PEGS)) is reliant on the wider practice of jiko kanri
("self-management"), which represents the devolu-
tion of responsibility for maintaining operations
and improving processes to mill-site operators.
Nippon Steel has a reputation for best practice in

this area among Japanese firms and its in-house
version termed jishu kanri (Nonaka & Yonekura,
1982; Yonekura, 1994). British-style organisational
hierarchies, management-employee relations, human
resources management systems, motivation and
rewards mechanisms acted as constraints on the
transfer of these key practices (Collinson, 1999). This
mirrors the findings of a range of cross-national
comparative studies of Japanese firms (Abo, 1996),
including Beechler and Yang (1994). The failure to
transfer such processes to other regions of the triad
suggests that they are region-bound FSAs.

Internal management-labour relations and ele-
ments of the workforce culture in both firms
underpin a range of practices, such as consensus-
based decision-making (nemawashi), cross-func-
tional product development teams, and quality
circles at the plant level. These are contingent on
the wider social and cultural influences in Japan
(and some other parts of Asia), which emphasise
commitment and obligation as part of a general
view of employment as a social rather than a
financial contract (Clegg & Kono, 1998; Sakakibara
& Westney, 1985; Sako, 1997).

A final, but very significant, source of path-
dependency constraining the internationalisation
strategies of both firms stemmed from the well-
known difficulties involved in making Japanese
employees redundant. All of the adaptive restruc-
turing steps, from closing entire plants to reducing
loss-making divisions and cutting ties with depen-
dent suppliers, distributors and other keiretsu
partners, lead directly or indirectly to job losses.
The social contract and lifetime employment
system in Japan made this a slow and difficult
process for both firms. Opening up recruitment
channels and developing new employment systems
in overseas labour markets also proved to be
challenging, adding to the complexity and cost of
international expansion.

Some of these findings in the two case studies
parallel those of Beechler and Yang (1994)
(and related work by Kumon, 1994), who describe
the difficulties of reproducing the lifetime-
employment-based HRM practices and uniform
group-oriented, egalitarian implementation strate-
gies in the US context. We add to this by finding
that such international expansion as did occur was
limited to the home region of Asia.

External networks. Two kinds of network-related
FSA were observed in the two case studies: upstream
and downstream, in keeping with the typology
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outlined in Figure 2. Upstream or input-related
networks include supply chains and R&D alliances
with universities or other specialist firms.
Downstream or output-related networks include
distribution keiretsu, retailers and final customers.
Again, both firms were strongly embedded in
domestic collaborative relationships across these
networks, which proved difficult to break and
replicate with new overseas partners.

As with many Japanese firms, a key characteristic
of Sumitomo Chemical and Nippon Steel is that
their new product and process development exper-
tise and innovation-related organisational practices
had evolved to meet the'incremental innovation
needs of their existing Qapanese) customers. In
Nippon Steel's case, 70% of external R&D coopera-
tion at its Steel Research Laboratories was dedicated
to the needs of existing customers. It also had
permanent joint R&D organisations with 10 of its
largest, including Toyota, to which it supplied
between 40 and 50% of its steel inputs in Japan,
These long-term relationships with local customers
require dedicated R&D and the joint development
of capabilities in materials technology, quality
control, and steel-processing equipment. These
were built on strong interpersonal links between
R&D staff, engineers, and technicians at all levels.
Bonner and Walker's (2004) study of new product
development supports this view, illustrating the
strengths of "relational embeddedness" for driving
incremental innovation for stable, long-term cus-
tomers, compared with a weakness in terms of
meeting the different needs of new customers.
Nippon Steel's attempts to extend its buyer-sup-
plier relationships to Toyota subsidiaries abroad
largely failed, in part because of the automaker's
strong links with incumbent steelmakers in North
America and Europe.

The above-mentioned process enhancement
groups (PEGS) at Nippon Steel, for example, had
detailed knowledge of specific customer prefer-
ences, in terms of their tolerance towards particular
types of defect (roll marks, sticker wrench marks,
"chatter" in coiled rolls, etc.). This guided the
quality control and process improvement efforts
that underpinned its FSAs in manufacturing rela-
tive to British Steel, tailoring innovation efforts
towards particular customers. Other studies have
termed this "contingent knowledge" to refer to the
context specificity of expertise, where familiarity
with the idiosyncrasies of the equipment, people,
processes and client requirements helps in perfor-
mance of the activity in question (Fleck, 2000).

As confirmed by other research (Laage-Hellman,
1997; Nonaka & Yonekura, 1982), Nippon Steel has
developed a more focused, in-depth range of local
network connections with long-term suppliers and
customers and other keiretsu members than coun-
terparts in Europe or North America. This provides
the benefits of hierarchy, to support innovation-
related FSAs, but sacrifices the breadth and flex-
ibility of markets. This system transfers across Asia,
but not to other regions of the triad.

Sumitomo Chemical's dedication to customer-led
product customisation is illustrated by the case of
polypropylene (used for example in car bumpers).
At one time the firm produced 900 different grades,
with minute variations to suit the multiple require-
ments of different car companies in Japan (under-
lying this capability was their lead in catalyst
efficiency within the manufacturing process). This
compared with far fewer grades (less than 100)
offered by US counterparts. Respondents in this
study confirmed that this was an unprofitable but
necessary obligation to local customers. Again,
supporting evidence comes from other industries
(Laage-Hellman, 1997), including the auto sector,
where cooperative work with components suppliers
alone enables Japanese car firms to use 11% fewer
hours to design a new car than their American or
European competitors (Clark & Wheelwright, 1995;
Dyer, 1996a, b; Nishiguchi, 1996; Womack, Jones, &
Roos, 1990).

Both our firms had evolved excellent systems for
co-learning with local keiretsu partners to meet
obligations towards local customers (Gerlach, 1992;
Sako, 1992). Context-specific fixed assets (from test
equipment to IT systems) and capabilities (from
technological expertise to customer relationships)
had developed in tandem with complementary
assets and capabilities in domestic supplier and
buyer firms. However, these tied their organisations
to the home region of Asia. Cooperative keiretsu
relationships are a hallmark of Japanese business
systems, but lock the firm into an internal archi-
tecture and external networks that limit its ability
to switch the allocation of resources, or redirect
management focus away from existing Japanese
suppliers or clients (Bhappu, 2000; McGuire & Dow,
2003). This represents a form of relational embedd-
edness that restricts the expansion of these net-
works beyond Asia.

Other, more quantitative and representative
studies match our findings for Sumitomo Chemical
and Nippon Steel (Delios & Beamish, 2001, 2004;
Jameson, Sullivan, & Constand, 2000). These
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suggest that poorer-performing Japanese firms in
the late 1990s not only tended to be more
dependent on the recession-hit domestic market,
but also tended to display more stereotypical
Japanese organisational characteristics. These char-
acteristics link FSAs to the domestic political,
economic and social context of the location.
Clearly there are industry sector effects that need
to be considered in explaining the differences
across all firms. Steel and bulk chemicals, simply
because of transportation costs, are less internatio-
nalised industries. But this is another factor pro-
moting regionalisation rather than globalisation.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents two very distinctive but
complementary approaches for examining the
extent of, and reasons for, the limited internatio-
nalisation of Japanese firms. Part one presents
aggregate data for the top Japanese firms, adopting
and further developing the Rugman and Verbeke
(2004) convention for categorising firms on the
basis of foreign sales. We add asset data to extend
this approach to encompass upstream measures of
internationalisation for the first time.

Figure 2 summarises the main findings for the
first part of the paper. It reports the key data from
Table 1, showing how the top 64 Japanese firms are
distributed across the regional matrix. In terms of
downstream (sales related) FSAs, we find that 58 out
of the 64 firms are home-region oriented. In terms
of upstream (asset, input, production related) FSAs,
all of our firms are based primarily in one triad
region. Honda is the only exception here, with a
host-region orientation in terms of its asset dis-
tribution. Of the 64 Japanese firms, 63 have the
majority of their assets and production activities in
Japan and their home region of Asia. They are intra-
regional MNEs in terms of production as well as
of sales.

The FSAs possessed by a firm are ultimately based
on its internalisation of a proprietary asset'(cap-
ability). This FSA determines its ability tp leverage
advantages away from its home region and com-
pete successfully in other markets. What we
demonstrate here, in the case of the Japanese firms
examined, is that their major assets and capabilities
have evolved in the specific selection environment
of Japan. We show that large Japanese firms:

(1) are innately tied to the regional and country-
specific factors, the political, economic, social

context and business infrastructures of Japan;
and

(2) have evolved FSAs specifically to compete in
this environment.

As suggested by Honda's early success in North
American markets, it is arguably more by chance
than by design that a particular capability provides
a competitive advantage in another region of the
triad.

The second part of the paper presents an adapted
structural contingency framework to explain why
two particular Japanese firms - Sumitomo Chemi-
cals and Nippon Steel - failed to internationalise to
escape the recessionary economic environment in
Japan in the late 1990s. This is a departure from the
usual application of structural contingency theory,
which has not been applied in this way to analyse
the constraints on, or limits to, internationalisa-
tion. We also specifically switch the focus of
attention from host-market barriers and adaptation
(Beechler & Yang, 1994; Belderbos, 2003; Delios &
Henisz, 2003; Henisz & Delios, 2001, among others,
take this approach to explain the internationalisa-
tion patterns of Japanese firms) to home-region
constraints.

We report on in-depth comparative case studies
of particular FSAs in these firms relative to their
British counterparts. These FSAs were traced to
underlying location endowments that strongly
influenced their transferability and the ability of
these firms to leverage them in other triad regions.
A range of FSAs in these two firms were found to be
contingent on particular characteristics of the local
economic, sociocultural and business environment:
these are internal HRM practices and external
networks, both upstream and downstream. We
can also differentiate two forms of path-depen-
dency from these studies. On the one hand the two
firms spent time, effort and additional costs
extricating themselves from socially constituted
employee obligations and embedded keiretsu rela-
tionships in order to reduce costs and restructure.
This is the kind of inertia that organisational
change and adaptability studies traditionally exam-
ine, including Ethiraj and Levinthal (2004). The
second form of path-dependency specifically relates
to the sources of FSAs. This is where FSAs that
underlie the successful survival of the firm are
location-bound - that is, contingent on local and
regional endowments to the degree that replicat-
ing, transferring or leveraging these advantages in
other contexts either proves impossible or presents
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a costlier or longer-term adaptation proposition
than the literature on internationalisation to date
presents. Both kinds of path-dependency need to be
overcome for firms to internationalise successfully.

Using a structural contingency approach we
could argue that the two case study firms were able
to manage "first order" change but not "second
order" change (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Miner &
Mezias, 1996; Tushman & Romanelli, 1985). The
structural contingency framework, applied to long-
itudinal case studies, provides a dynamic approach
to our understanding of location-boundedness.
This takes us beyond static transactions costs
approaches. The timescale over which we judge
path-dependency and assess the adaptability efforts
of firms in terms of their eventual success or
failure to internationalise becomes significant,
Both the context and the timescale differed when
we examine the internationalisation of the few bi-
regional or global Japanese firms. Toyota, Honda
and Sony, for example, expanded into other triad
regions over longer time periods and without the
pressures of a domestic market recession and the
associated need to rapidly cut costs and lay off
employees.

Clearly there are also links with "liability of
foreignness" (LOF) approaches (Hymer, 1960;
Nachum, 2003; Zaheer, 1995), which focus on
how firms overcome the additional cost disadvan-
tages of international expansion. We see our
approach as complementary to the LOF perspec-
tive. Building on prior studies, the LOF depends
partly on the specific nature of a firm's FSAs. As
particular brands, assets, scale effects, financial
power and particular technologies are some of the
key sources of FSAs, then we might expect the
internationalisation process to be less painful when
those can be first exploited within the home region.
Since FSAs are embodied in organisational capabil-

ities that are in some way contingent on wider
regional societal, cultural or economic factors, we
find that such FSAs are location-bound. Similarly, if
a firm's superior performance is to any extent
contingent on particular kinds of relationship with
particular kinds of supplier, customer or supporting
institution in the home region, then again the
resulting FSAs are location-bound.

In summary, it is highly unusual to find global or
bi-regional MNEs, such as Toyota, Honda and Sony,
that have managed to decouple from the home
region base of their FSAs or to transfer some
elements of them (organisational practices, keiretsu
structures, etc.) to other regions of the triad. These
are amongst the few that have adapted to compete
outside their home region. Yet such unrepresenta-
tive "global" firms are the overwhelming focus of
traditional research into the alleged differentiating
characteristics and superior competitive advantages
of Japanese firms. Our evidence demonstrates that
the vast majority of Japanese MNEs have evolved to
suit the regional Asian home market, remain
dependent on this regional market, and are unli-
kely to break away from this legacy to expand their
sales substantially into other regions of the triad.
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